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This paper proposes a context-preserving 3D visualization technique for interactive view- and distance- 

dependent cutaway visualization that reveals the subsurface urban infrastructure network. The infrastruc- 

ture itself is displayed using the procedural billboarding technique, and its internals are revealed through 

a new cutaway algorithm that operates directly on the procedurally generated structures in the billboard 

proxy geometry. Both described cutaway techniques achieve interactive frame rates for the infrastruc- 

tural network of a mid-sized city. Performance benchmarks and a domain expert evaluation support the 

potential usefulness of this technique in general and its particular utilization for the sewer network visu- 

alization. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Illustrations are often used to convey complex internal charac-

eristics of a three-dimensional structure. They are employed in

ide-ranging domains including medicine, mechanical engineer-

ng, architecture, and art among others [1] . To understand the in-

ernal complexity of such entities, the viewer needs to look inside

hem [2] . However, most of the structural elements are occluded

y each other and the enclosing surface. It is therefore important

o reduce the mutual visual interference of the occluding elements

nd let the viewer focus on the element of interest. 

To do so, many illustrators make the outer structures trans-

arent in order to reveal the otherwise hidden internal details.

uch strategy allows, to a certain degree, to perceive simultane-

usly the outer geometry and the internal details. However, when

hading multiple surfaces enclosing one another, the perception

f the shading might result in several interpretations of the ob-

erved geometry. As an alternative to transparency-based tech-

iques, cutaway-based approaches enable a clear, unoccluded view

f the internal structures. They utilize the outer geometry as a con-

ext, thereby supporting the depiction of the internal details with-

ut any ambiguity. Parts of the outer layers are removed from the

isualization by means of a cutaway geometry. 

For 3D data visualization, multiple interactive cutaway tech-

iques have been inspired by hand-crafted illustrations, especially

n the context of medical, technical, or geological data visualiza-
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ion. In medical visualization, cutaways reveal compact internal

tructures, for which algorithms have been designed. One tradi-

ional application of cutaways in medicine is for educational illus-

rations of human anatomy. A more recent example, as Burns et al.

uggest [3] , is the the display of real-time imaging data (e.g., ultra-

ound) embedded into dense 3D Computed Tomography scans to

ssist medical interventions. In the technical domain, cutaways are

idely used to illustrate the internal structure of complex mech-

nisms [4] or processes taking place inside those mechanisms.

eological illustrations often utilize cutaway techniques for reveal-

ng important subsurface details [5] . In visualization of geologi-

al models, structures can be compact (e.g., an oil trap), or more

pread out (e.g., a network of channels originating from ancient

uvial systems). The geological cutaway techniques typically do not

resent a complex and detailed scenery on the Earth surface itself,

hese only provide a sense of orientation. 

In urban environments, cutaways can help to expressively com-

unicate subsurface infrastructure of a subway line [6] , as illus-

rated in Fig. 1 . For urban subsurface infrastructure, it is essen-

ial to communicate surface characteristics such as streets, build-

ngs, parks, and water systems as there is a very strong relation-

hip between them and the underlying subsurface infrastructure.

t is usually not desirable to compromise on the visualization of

he surface features in favor of the underlying features. A cutaway

hould rather be limited to structures that are very important or

re of the viewer’s interest and to their immediate neighboring

tructures. Straightforward application of existing cutaway visual-

zation algorithms tailored for other spatial data distribution would

esult in cutting away the entire urban surface level. Therefore,

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cag.2018.07.004
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/cag
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.cag.2018.07.004&domain=pdf
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Fig. 1. Cutaway illustration of the Piccadilly Circus underground station to explain 

the complexity of the construction works, 1930. (c) London Transport Museum Col- 

lection. 
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another controlling mechanism for cutaways is needed in addi-

tion to the viewing direction. Our system incorporates a new

parameter – distance to the surface – that defines whether a cut-

away structure should be formed to reveal the subsurface detail or

surface-level details should be conveyed instead. A novel distance-

based cutaway parametrization forms the first technical contribu-

tion of this paper. 

Subsurface network infrastructure of a mid-sized city forms a

large model, and its high geometric resolution will have signif-

icant impact on the rendering performance. To ensure interac-

tive rendering frame rates for city-scale visualization, lightweight

geometric representations are necessary. Urban infrastructure is

geometrically defined through a simple geo-referenced node-link

diagram. Instead of rendering complex geometry of the subsur-

face infrastructure, we utilize the concept of procedural billboards,

where the geometric detail is analytically computed during the

rendering stage. Thanks to this approach, the overall geometric

complexity of the subsurface network is represented by the essen-

tial topology, and the geometric detail is computed on-the-fly just

in case it becomes potentially visible. Using this procedural bill-

boarding (aka impostor rendering) for representing geometry, how-

ever, raises the research question on how to realize cutaway visu-

alization on this type of data. Cutaway visualization applied to pro-

cedural billboards forms the second technical contribution of this

paper. 

Our prototypical visualization system has been tested and

demonstrated on a city-scale sewer network infrastructure for the

German city of Cologne ( Fig. 2 ). The input data contained polygonal

meshes in the .OBJ format to represent terrain, buildings, and veg-

etation. The sewer data was provided as a set of lines in the .SHP

format (standard ESRI shape files). Additionally, water level infor-

mation was attributed to each sewer pipe and sewer shaft. The
se of our technique reduces the frame rate insignificantly, mak-

ng the interactive visualization of the entire city scale possible on

onsumer graphics hardware. The visual encoding of the new cut-

way techniques has been discussed with architectural visualiza-

ion designers and with domain representatives who study subsur-

ace sewer networks in the context of city flood management. 

. Related work 

Seligmann and Feiner introduced the first algorithm for

omputer-generated cutaways [7] . Already in their work the cut-

way geometry exhibited the characteristic zig-zag pattern, indi-

ating the artificiality of the cut [8] . Diepstraten et al. [9] made

n attempt to extract a set of rules from traditional cutaway tech-

iques. These rules were further used to evaluate and compare

ethods of cutaway drawings. Although, according to the authors,

he formalization of such rules was a hard task, five convincing

ules for fully automatic cutaway drawings were provided. They

re as follows: (1) Inside and outside objects have to be distinguished

rom each other , (2) The cutout geometry is represented by the inter-

ection of (a few) half spaces , (3) The cutout is located at or around

he main axis of the outside object , (4) An optional jittering mecha-

ism is useful to allow for rough cutouts , and (5) A possibility to make

he wall (cut surface) visible is needed . We make use of these rules

o assess our approach. Another commonly used cutaway tech-

ique is the Stencil Test. Thereby convex exterior objects can be cut

pen. Our image-space technique uses the stencil test and stencil

uffer to represent the cutout geometry. 

In the importance-driven volume rendering technique pre-

ented by Viola et al. [10] , the importance values are assigned to

he data parts. An additional property encoding the visibility pri-

rity is then assigned to each voxel of the volumetric data set. In

raditional volume rendering, a transfer function based on density

s used to compose a final image. With additional information of

mportance and various composing schemes using this new dimen-

ion in the rendering pipeline, the technique of Viola et al. makes

he object of interest clearly visible. In case a less important object

ccludes more important structures it is displayed more sparsely in

he obscuring area. Bruckner and Gröller [11] present VolumeShop,

n interactive system for the semi-automatic generation of illustra-

ions. Their approach targets volumetric data and makes use of a

ynamic combination of cutaway and ghosting techniques. Ropin-

ki et al. [12] introduce interactive lenses that allow the user to

efine interesting regions of volumetric datasets. Different render-

ng techniques such as transparency or cutaways are then auto-

atically applied to these regions. Bruckner et al. [13] propose to

nly suppress those regions of volumetric data that do not con-

ain prominent features. To achieve this, the authors compute the

pacity of each sample as a function of shading intensity, gradient

agnitude, distance to the eye point, and the previously accumu-

ated opacity. This approach preserves important context informa-

ion such as shape cues. Krüger et al. [14] present a similar ap-

roach featuring interactive, continuous blending between differ-

nt surface representations in a volume, resulting in an intuitive,

epth-preserving highlighting. 

Arguably, the most prominent application domain where

utaways and ghosting techniques have been demonstrated is

edicine. Straka et al. used cutaways and ghosted views for blood

essel visualization [15] to provide a clear view on the ves-

el lumen while conveying contextual skeletal structures. Krüger

t al. apply cutaways for the neck dissection planning, where

ymph nodes are selectively shown using cutaways and ghosted

iews [16] . Another notable application is tumor surgery plan-

ing from abdominal organs, an anatomical area where many

tructures obstruct the view between pathological structures and

he viewpoint [17] . Anatomical scans can be also used in the
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Fig. 2. Context-preserving visualization of an underground sewer network. (a) The terrain above the sewer elements is automatically cut open to display the occluded pipes 

and shafts. (b) The cutaways on the surface of the pipes (rendered as billboards) and shafts reveal the water depth inside the sewer system. The color of the water surface 

in the pipes gives an additional indication of the water depth. 
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ontext of medical education. Here, Mensmann et al. [18] have

resented a technique for opening up the contextual tissue to re-

eal the structures beneath. Birkeland and Viola [19] have pro-

osed view-dependent peel-away views for similar purpose. Wang

t al. [20] proposed to combine magic lens metaphor with open-up

iews using the ray-deflection strategy. 

Ropinski et al. [21] propose a method for Virtual Reality-based

xploration of seismic datasets. By using VR-based interactions, the

ser can specify regions of interest and apply to them different

lipping and transparency-based visual representations to avoid oc-

lusion. Patel et al. [22] have presented an algorithm to generate

extbook like seismic illustrations. A number of layers are com-

ined such as 2D textures and 3D volumes, and the 3D volumes

re blended with the 2D textures by 1D transfer functions. Beside

he applications in medicine, to support the exploration of natural

il reservoir models, De Carvalho et al. [23] suggest an approach

or an interactive cutaway generation based on screen-space GPU

echniques. The approach is tailored for corner-point grids, a volu-

etric representation standard for the Oil and Gas industry. Given

 set of “primary” volumetric cells to focus on, the algorithm of

e Carvalho et al. extracts the camera-facing frustums from their

ounding boxes. The union of these frustums is then rendered into

 texture, against which a depth test is performed later on in the

ragment shader. This approach allows for an on-the-fly genera-

ion of the cutaway volume and for cheap dynamic modifications

hereof. 

For polygonal meshes, Coffin and Höllerer [24] provide an rapid

utaway interface for modeling the cut explicitly by the user. The

ibbonView [25] is similar to free-form-deformation embedding

hich is used for cutting away the occluding geometry, either

ntirely or leaving a small set of ribbons, indicating the origi-

al contextual structure. Interactively generated cutaways of com-

lex three-dimensional models are discussed by Li et al. [26] . That

aper includes a comprehensive overview of cutting conventions

ound in traditional scientific and technical illustrations. The key

ifference to previously published works is that the basis for the

utaway shape is not extracted from the geometry of the occludee,

ut from the geometry of the occluder instead. The first method

hat achieved interactive frame rates with adaptive cutaways for

omprehensible rendering of dynamic polygonal scenes was pre-
ented by Burns and Finkelstein [27] . For each frame, the cutaway

s adapted to the point of view, and hence it is view-dependent in

he same way as in the importance-driven technique [10] . Burns

nd Finkelstein also used an image-based technique, and the com-

utation is able to handle complex scenes and models. Le Muzic

t al. [28] propose a novel method for rendering cutaway illustra-

ions of mesoscopic biological models. Such models are character-

zed by a large number of instances of very few types. In the ap-

roach of Le Muzic et al., the user can interactively control the

isibility distribution of each type. The authors also introduce a

o-called aperture effect for fuzzy removal of occluding instances.

n this effect, a 2D distance transform is computed and used as

 mask stored in a texture. In the fragment shader of occluding

nstances, the distance field is looked up and fragments are dis-

arded according to a user-defined parameter. In the context of

errain cutaways, the design principles for cutaway visualization of

eological models presented by Lidal et al. [29] are of interest. 

Billboarding originally emerged as a technique to increase

rame rates of real-time 3D graphics systems. In earlier stages,

raphics systems and especially computer games struggled to im-

rove the visual quality without losing frame rates. The actual

erm was originally used to describe a part of the technique be-

ind dynamically generated impostors [30] . Alongside with other

rame rate improving techniques like culling of non-visible ob-

ects or using several levels of detail, the use of impostors proved

o be useful in that regard. The idea behind dynamically gener-

ted impostors was to replace distant polygon rendered objects

ith textures. These textures display the replaced object, that has

reviously been rendered into a texture buffer. Since the viewing

ngle on distant objects changes relatively minor, it is practically

mpossible to see any difference. Reusing the same texture from

he buffer many times for similar objects can save a lot of com-

utation and therefore allows to render more complex scenes. For

n efficient visualization of particle trajectories, Schirski et al. pro-

osed a method based on billboarding [31] . The so-called Virtual

ubelets use cylindrical billboards to simulate movement of parti-

les through the flow domain. In essence, the cylindrical billboards

re quadrilaterals that are always aligned toward the viewer. To fi-

ally get the illusion of self-illuminated tubes, the Virtual Tubelets

re textured appropriately. In addition to the illumination, coloring
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t  
is applied to visualize, for instance, the velocity of the particles on

top of the respective trajectories. A recent example of modern use

of impostors can be found in the work of Le Muzic et al. [32] . The

authors introduce cellVIEW, a tool for illustrative and multi-scale

rendering of large biomolecular datasets. Atoms of a cell are visu-

alized as spheres. Since thousands of them have to be rendered,

sphere meshes would result in low frame rates. Therefore, individ-

ual atoms of a cell are rendered via 2D depth impostors due to a

much lower vertex number. 

In the geospatial domain, some 3D geographic information sys-

tems (3D GIS) offer the possibility to display subsurface infras-

tructure. Most of them use the terrain transparency effect to re-

move occlusion [33] . Cornel et al. [34] use the combination of cut-

away and transparency to display occluded building cellars. They

also cut away building meshes to ensure the visibility of a cer-

tain, user-selected building. However, to our knowledge, this work

is the first that proposed distance-controlled interactive cutaways

and cutaway visualization of procedural billboards. 

In Augmented Reality applications, information stored digitally

is graphically overlaid on views of the real world. If the overlaid

information represents 3D features occluded by real-world surfaces

(terrain, walls, etc.), there is a clear use case for cutaway visualiza-

tion [35] . Zhang et al. [36] show underground pipes in an AR ap-

plication. To achieve the immersive experience, they render a pit in

the terrain, where the pipes are shown. In a similar application, Li

et al. [37] carefully treat the occlusion of the rendered pipes by the

pit walls and real-world objects. The billboard-based techniques

presented in our paper can be especially useful for such purposes,

as the actual rendering happens on mobile devices and therefore

can become a burden in case of a large-scale infrastructure. In the

medical domain, Bichlmeier et al. [38] present a method for the

in-situ visualization of 3D medical imaging data in the context of

the patient’s own anatomy recorded in real time. Transparency of

the video image is locally adjusted to create an impression of a

cut-away. 

3. Overview of the approach 

This section gives a higher-level description of the presented

approach as applied to the sewer network infrastructure of the city

of Cologne (Germany). The overview of the pipeline with its main

stages is shown in Fig. 3 . 

In the first stage, terrain cutaways are made using a novel

distance-based parametrization. For this purpose, a grayscale tex-

ture is created from the pipe lines, encoding the 2D distance to

the closest pipe. In the fragment shader, based on a lookup in this

texture and the camera distance, a decision is made whether or

not to discard the fragment as occluding. This process is described

in detail in Section 4 . The second stage deals with the preparation

for the pipe cutaway rendering. In this stage, the proxy cutaway

geometry applied to the pipe lines is used to mark specific areas

in the stencil buffer. Later on, these areas are needed to decide

whether to draw the outer or the inner sides of the billboarded

pipes. The description of this novel approach is given in Section 6 .

In the next stage, the actual rendering of the billboarded pipes

takes place. Based on the pipe line nodes, the billboard quadri-

laterals are constructed in the geometry shader. These quadrilat-

erals are then shaded to mimic the tubular shape of sewer pipes.

Based on the stencil buffer values prepared in the previous stage,

the shading mimics either the outer or to the inner side of a pipe.

As a result of this, a cut-open pipe is drawn. More detail on this

stage is given in Section 5 . Finally, in the last stage, described in

Section 7 , sewer shafts are rendered based on cylinder mesh prim-

itives. In the fragment shader, based on the viewing direction and

the fragment normals, some fragments are discarded to reveal the

shaft internals. 
. Terrain cutaways 

In order to expose the subsurface sewer system, the terrain

eeds to be cut open (Stage 1 in Fig. 3 ). For this purpose we use

 distance field approach which resembles the approach of Trapp

t al. [39] . In their work, a distance field texture is generated from

 road network in order to achieve an anti-aliased rendering of fea-

ures. We use a distance field in combination with the camera dis-

ance to discard occluding terrain fragments. 

A two-dimensional projection of the sewer network is drawn

ith black lines onto a white texture using a simple line drawing

lgorithm. Black is encoded as the 8-bit color value 0 and white

s 255 on a grayscale texture. The texture size exactly corresponds

o the original texture of the terrain. Therefore, texture coordinates

n the original texture can also be used for sampling the distance

exture. The texture is aligned with the 2D line representation and

erfectly matches the sewer network in world coordinates, as in

ig. 4 b. Additionally, a one-dimensional distance transform under

he L 1 metrics is applied to this texture. The algorithm is applied

orizontally and vertically [40] . The resulting distance field is de-

icted in Fig. 4 a. It encodes the distance to the closest pipe in

rayscale. The pipe itself has the value of 0, and beyond a certain

istance to any pipe the value is 255. One may notice the artifacts

ue to the use of the L 1 distance that cause the zigzag effect (jit-

ering) on the cutaway. Thus, a rough cutaway is created, which is

onsidered an optional rule for computer generated cutaways for

echnical illustrations by Diepstraten et al. mentioned in the pre-

ious section. The rule is applicable for a simple cutout geometry

o generate a higher level of abstraction [9] . The generation of the

istance field texture can be considered a pre-processing step be-

ore the actual rendering. 

Further on, the generated texture is forwarded to the graphics

ystem and used as a distance field. For each fragment, the Eu-

lidean distance to the camera d c is evaluated. Moreover, a lookup

n the distance field texture is performed, by the fragment’s tex-

ure coordinates P u v (u, v ) , to obtain the distance value D p (P u v ) to

he closest pipe. Obtaining D p (P u v ) in the fragment program via a

exture lookup results in a floating point value between 0 and 1.

roadly speaking, d c and D p (P u v ) are used to decide whether the

ragment is discarded or the terrain is drawn. The artificial thick-

ess of the terrain has to be factored in as well, so that the ter-

ain surface does not look completely flat. Before a fragment is ac-

ually discarded, it is evaluated whether it is part of the artificial

hickness. Therefore, the two horizontal coordinates of the view di-

ection vector ˆ v 3 D (x, y, z) , the direction the camera is looking at,

re used to make a two-dimensional peek in ˆ v 2 D (x, z) and perform

nother lookup on the distance field texture. In our system, y is

he height coordinate and is ignored. The peek will provide infor-

ation if the current fragment is close to the not discarded ter-

ain and the artificial thickness has to be drawn instead of actually

iscarding this fragment. To interactively control the width of the

errain opening during runtime, a steering parameter w is used.

nother steering parameter s is used to control the size of the

pening. Basically, with w, s and d c , a threshold t is computed for

ach fragment with Formula 1 to control the dimensions of the

pening ( Fig. 5 ). With D p (P u v ) below the threshold t , the routine

ill result in either discarding the fragment or drawing the artifi-

ial thickness. Note that Formula 1 is an empirically designed for-

ula where the threshold t is proportional to the opening width w

nd where the size s is supposed to decrease the influence of the

amera distance d c . 

 = 

w (s 2 − d c ) 

s 
w ≥ 0 , s > 0 (1)

This equation causes the smooth closing and opening of the

errain as the camera is moving across the scene. By default the
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Fig. 3. Overview diagram of the presented approach. 

Fig. 4. (a) 2D distance field representation of the sewer network on white back- 

ground. The artifacts at the intersections are caused by the use of the L 1 metrics. 

(b) Distance field texture perfectly aligned with the terrain texture. 

p  

f  

r  

d  

O  

Fig. 5. Terrain cutaways with constant distance to camera d c and varying steering 

parameters w and s ( w = width, s = size). 

t

arameters are set to w = 0 . 015 and s = 10 . The following function

 1 is used by each fragment of the terrain to determine the final

esult. Here ε is a value big enough to obtain the next texel of the

istance field texture in the viewing direction with P u v + ̂  v 2 D · ε.

ne suggestion would be ε = 

√ 

2 /T where T stands for the distance
exture size. 

f 1 

(
P u v , t, ̂  v 2 D 

)
= 

{ 

draw terrain D p (P u v ) ≥ t 

f 2 

(
P u v + ̂  v 2 D · ε, t 

)
D p (P u v ) < t 

(2) 

f 2 

(
P ′ u v , t 

)
= 

{
draw arti f icial thickness D p (P ′ u v ) > t 
discard f ragment otherwise 

(3) 
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Fig. 6. Side-by-side comparison of a non-smooth terrain cutaway, generated using 

the L 1 metrics, with a smooth terrain cutaway, using the Euclidean metrics. 

Fig. 7. Arrangement of quadrilaterals in a billboarded pipe. Quadrilateral vertices 

are constructed based on the pipe line nodes and the view direction. 
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Opinions differ on whether the zigzag effect should be kept or

rather cleared out to get a smoother cut. The smooth cut can be

achieved by implementing the squared Euclidean distance instead

of the L 1 distance for the distance transformation. However, as fig-

ured out during the evaluation, the zigzag effect of a cutaway can

sometimes be visually appealing and therefore can be kept as an

optional feature. In Fig. 6 , an example is shown for a smooth cut-

away without the zigzag effect. 

The proposed method does not support illuminated shading of

the cut surface. However, this could be achieved by computing a

similar texture where each pixel encodes a vector as RGB value

that points in the direction of the closest pipe. This vector could be

used as normal in the fragment shader and an illumination model

can be calculated to shade the cut surface. 

5. Billboarded pipe rendering 

This section describes Stage 3 of the diagram in Fig. 3 , where

the actual billboards are created to visualize sewer pipes. In the

input dataset, each sewer pipe is defined by a list of three-

dimensional nodes. The first node defines the starting position in

world space coordinates, and each successive node sets the spa-

tial direction. Additionally, each pipe in the input dataset is at-

tributed with a value for its radius. Given this data structure, we

generate a visual representation of the sewer pipes using bill-

boards. The general idea is inspired by the approach of Schirski

et al. [31] and adapted to current GPU-programming practices. In-

stead of the standard OpenGL used in the original approach for

computing the billboard vertices, we compute these in the geome-

try shader [41] . 

Components of a billboarded pipe are depicted in Fig. 7 . The

pipe line nodes are utilized to arrange the quadrilaterals. The node
ositions are wrapped in a buffer and forwarded to the geometry

hader. The geometry shader calculates the required vertices of the

uadrilaterals. To compute the direction to the quadrilateral’s up-

er vertex of the first node P 0 , the cross product of the normalized

ectors ˆ n 0 and 

ˆ v 0 is used as shown in Fig. 7 . The described method

an be used for the last node P n of a billboarded pipe basically

n the same way. For the remaining nodes, P 1 to P n −1 , the calcu-

ation of the corresponding direction to the quadrilaterals’ upper

ertices is more complex. In general, the computation of the vec-

or � u i pointing in the direction of the upper quadrilaterals vertex

or a node position P i can be described as follows: 

�
  0 = 

ˆ v 0 × ˆ n 0 (4)

�
  i = 

ˆ v i ×
ˆ n i −1 + 

ˆ n i 

| ̂  n i −1 + 

ˆ n i | , i ∈ { 1 , . . . , n − 1 } (5)

�
  n = 

ˆ v n × ˆ n n −1 (6)

The direction to the quadrilateral’s lower vertex � l i is computed

y inverting � u i for each node position P i : 

 

 i = −�
 u i , i ∈ { 0 , . . . , n } (7)

Further on, the vectors ˆ u i and 

ˆ l i for each node position P i are

ultiplied by the radius r of the sewer pipe, which can be changed

nteractively at any time. Finally, all vertex positions of the quadri-

aterals are computed by translating each node position P i by the

alculated vectors ˆ u i and 

ˆ l i . This arrangement of billboards causes

hem to face the camera almost exactly for any camera position.

ince one particular quadrilateral cannot use the same vectors ˆ n

nd 

ˆ v to calculate all four of its vertices, which would cause a

ap between consecutive quadrilaterals, they have to be slightly

wisted to line up seamlessly. This twist is achieved by calculat-

ng an average of ˆ n i −1 and ˆ n i in Eq. (5) . The algorithm described

bove corresponds to Step 3a in Fig. 3 . 

After the arrangement, the billboards need to be shaded. The

illboards are colored, and illumination is calculated to create the

mpression of an actual tubular structure (Step 3b in Fig. 3 ). For

his purpose, the normal directions at billboard vertices are re-

uired to compute the Blinn-Phong shading model, which are set

y the geometry shader during their creation. However, the illumi-

ation needs to be calculated as if the flat billboards are tubular.

herefore, two vectors are set for each vertex and propagated to

he fragment program. At first, the normal-direction of a billboards

ace is calculated and set for all four vertices of the quadrilateral.

ince we do not want the slight twist to show up in the illumina-

ion, the average face normal � F a of the four vertices is determined

y the following equation: 

�
 

 a 0 = 

ˆ u 0 + 

ˆ u 1 

| ̂  u 0 + 

ˆ u 1 | × ˆ n 0 (8)

�
 

 a i = 

ˆ u i −1 + 

ˆ u i 

| ̂  u i −1 + 

ˆ u i | × ˆ n i , i ∈ { 1 , . . . , n − 1 } (9)

�
 

 a n = 

ˆ u n + 

ˆ u 1 

| ̂  u 0 + 

ˆ u 1 | × ˆ n 0 (10)

Additionally, for the upper two vertices of a quadrilateral � N u i =
ˆ 
 a i × ˆ v i is set as well as � N l i 

= 

ˆ N a i × ˆ v i · (−1) for the lower vertices.

ere � v denotes the view direction vector. The normal vectors ˆ N u i 

nd 

ˆ N l i 
are automatically interpolated by the graphics system ac-

ording to the fragments position on the billboard when retrieving

his value ˆ N in the fragment shader. Since this automatic interpo-

ation is insufficient, additionally the face normal direction 

ˆ F a of a
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Fig. 8. Setting up the triangles of the proxy geometry. (top) Arrangement of the 

triangles vertically, perpendicular to the pipe slope. (bottom) Using the texture co- 

ordinates of the triangles to render the cut surface and to mark the areas of the 

stencil buffer where the inside of the pipe needs to be shown. This is done in two 

separate shader passes. 
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Fig. 9. Setting up the quadrilaterals of the proxy geometry. (top) Arrangement of 

the quadrilateral along the pipe. (middle) Using the texture coordinates of the 

quadrilateral to render the cut surface and to mark the areas of the stencil buffer 

where the inside of the pipe needs to be shown. This is done in two separate shader 

passes. (bottom) Resulting rendering of a billboarded pipe. 
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uadrilateral is used. To summarize, a fragment’s final normal di-

ection 

ˆ N f used for illumination is determined by computing the

verage vector of � F a n and 

ˆ N for each fragment as follows: 

ˆ 
 f = 

ˆ N + 

ˆ F a 

| ̂  N + 

ˆ F a | 
(11) 

The resulting normal vector mimics the illumination of a tubu-

ar structure and is further used for a standard Blinn-Phong shad-

ng model and specular highlights. In combination with the pro-

osed non-photorealistic shading, the billboarded pipes look very

imilar to polygon meshes but are quite advantageous in terms of

ow memory footprint and faster rendering time, which is demon-

trated in Section 8 . 

. Pipe cutaways 

This section contains the detailed description of Stage 2 from

ig. 3 . Since the water in the pipes is the main object of interest, it

as to be exposed to the viewer. In order to achieve this in com-

ination with billboarded pipes, a novel technique is needed. We

se a proxy geometry to prepare areas in the stencil buffer. These

reas are used to define whether the view-aligned billboards have

o be rendered and shaded for the inside or outside illumination

f the pipe. Utilizing the illumination technique for the billboards

escribed above, the billboards shading for the inside of a sewer

ipe is easily done by inverting the computed normal direction in

q. (11) . Additionally, the base color is changed to enhance the vi-

ual distinction between the inner and outer parts of the sewer

ipe. For the same purpose, the base color of the cut surface is

hosen to contrast with any other colors in use ( Fig. 8 , bottom). 

The general idea is to set up a static proxy geometry as demon-

trated in Figs. 8 and 9 before the view-aligned billboards are

pplied. This will allow us to achieve two things. First, the green

ut surface is rendered immediately. Second the inner area of the

roxy geometry is used to set a certain value in the stencil buffer.

y doing this, the area is prepared to render view-aligned bill-

oards shaded accordingly to display the inside of the pipe. At a

ater stage in the rendering pipeline, the prepared area is used and

he inside of the pipe is drawn. 

A value written to the stencil buffer by one particular shader

ass is declared for the shader pass itself. It is executed for any

rawn fragment and therefore can not be changed in the fragment

hader. For this reason, the described routine and further process-

ng of the proxy geometry is carried out in two separate shader

asses labeled in Figs. 8 and 9 accordingly. Important to note is

hat in this section, whenever a cut surface is drawn, the stencil
uffer is set to a certain value. This value will prevent the outside

nd inside of the pipes billboard to override the cut surface. 

.1. Proxy geometry triangles 

As demonstrated in Fig. 8 , the blue triangles are created by the

eometry shader based on pipe node position like the quadrilat-

rals of the pipe. These triangles are arranged perpendicular to

he slope of the related proxy geometry segment and not changing

heir alignment toward the viewer. The cut surface and the area to

repare the stencil buffer are determined analytically by the use of

he texture coordinates and the distance to the center of the semi-

ircle. Therefore, the size of the triangles has to provide accurate

pace for the sewer pipes outer radius r out inside of them. This is

chieved by constructing the triangle with h = 

√ 

2 · r out and using h

s demonstrated in Fig. 8 when creating the vertex positions of the

riangle in the geometry shader. Texture coordinates (u, v ) are at

he same time set as depicted and used to compute the Euclidean

istance d to the texture coordinates (0.5,0.5) for each fragment. 

 = 

√ 

(0 . 5 − u ) 2 + (0 . 5 − v ) 2 u, v ∈ [0 , 1] (12)

Calculating d enables us to express the desired areas. The way

he triangles are constructed, the outer radius r out can now be de-

cribed by d out = 0 . 5 . The inner radius r in is expressed by d in =
( 

r in /r out 
2 ) . Whether the distance d exceeds d out , falls below d in , or

s in between, the fragment is handled by the following functions

 1 ( d ) and T 2 ( d ) for the first and second shader passes, respectively

in both equations, we let d ∈ [0 , 
√ 

0 . 5 ] ): 

 1 (d) = 

{
draw cut sur face d out > d > d in 
discard f ragment otherwise 

(13) 

 2 (d) = 

{
prepare stencil bu f f er d < d in 
discard f ragment otherwise 

(14) 

.2. Proxy geometry quadrilaterals 

Clearly, for the proxy geometry, more billboards are required

han just the two triangles. At least one quadrilateral is needed

n between. In case the cut is done on a straight part of the pipe,

t comes down to only one quadrilateral. In case of a bended pipe,

he quadrilaterals of the proxy geometry are computed similarly

o the view-aligned billboarded pipes. The only difference is that,

nstead of the view direction, a vector pointing upward, perpendic-

lar to the slope of each segment, is used. 

A procedure very similar to the one described above is applied

o the quadrilateral part of the proxy geometry. As shown in Fig. 9 ,
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Fig. 10. Visual inconsistencies at the back faces of triangles (pink area marked with 

a red dashed line) are resolved by correctly adjusting the stencil buffer for the area 

marked in violet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. Visual inconsistencies at cut-open pipe segments (top) are resolved by dis- 

carding unnecessary fragments in the fragment shader (bottom). 

Fig. 12. Polygon meshed shaft constructed from cylinder primitives. The cutaway 

effect is achieved by discarding fragments based on the dot product of the frag- 

ment’s outer normal and the view direction. 
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the pink quadrilateral is arranged to cut the pipe in half horizon-

tally and share vertex positions with the triangles. In contrast to

the method for the triangles, here the width of the quadrilater-

als equals to the outer radius r out of the pipe. Again, the texture

coordinates are used to analytically determine the two distinct ar-

eas. These texture coordinates are set as shown in Fig. 9 . Since the

quadrilaterals are symmetric relative to their primary axis going

along the pipe, only the second value v of the texture coordinates

(u, v ) is used for these calculations. As before, the outer and in-

ner radius, r out and r in are used as a threshold to define the de-

sired areas on the quadrilateral. The wall thickness t of the pipe

is actually used and calculated by subtracting the inner radius r in 
from the outer radius r out . Since the wall thickness value needs to

be represented in the texture space, it is further divided by r out ,

which results in t = 

r out −r in 
r out 

. Based on a fragments texture coordi-

nate v , it is determined whether we need to draw the cut surface

or set a value in the stencil buffer to declare it inside as follows by

the functions Q 1 (t, v ) and Q 2 (t, v ) for the first and second shader

passes, respectively (in both equations, let t, v ∈ [0 , 1] ): 

Q 1 (t, v ) = 

{
prepare stencil bu f f er (1 − t) > v > t 

discard f ragment otherwise 
(15)

Q 2 (t, v ) = 

{ 

draw cut sur face 
i f v > (1 − t) 
or v < t 

discard f ragment otherwise 
(16)

To prevent visual inconsistencies, the back faces of the same tri-

angles, as first mentioned in this section, need to exchange the

stencil buffer value when facing them. The visual inconsistency

that would occur is demonstrated in Fig. 10 . For the violet area,

a new value is set in the stencil buffer, which prevents the in-

side view-aligned billboards to be rendered there, and ensures to

display the outside of the sewer pipe instead. Otherwise the red-

dotted area in Fig. 10 would display the inside of the pipe, al-

though it should not, given the way we are facing the cut. 

6.3. Treatment of visual inconsistencies within the cuts 

The above mentioned step concludes setting up the image

space with values in the stencil buffer in order to specify whether

to render view-aligned billboards that are shaded to display inside

or outside of the sewer pipe (Stage 2 in Fig. 3 ). Finally, the view-

aligned billboards are drawn according to the prepared areas in the

stencil buffer, as described in the previous section. However, the

current result, as shown in Fig. 11 (top), exhibits an obvious flaw.

It is apparent that the orange, red-dotted area was not prepared

appropriately. The reason is that it is easier and cheaper to simply

discard this area right away on the view-aligned billboards than

to use the stencil buffer for this as well. With the use of texture
oordinates, the upper halves of billboards inside a cut-open seg-

ent are discarded in the fragment shader. Alternatively, it is pos-

ible to solve this problem in the geometry shader by not trans-

ating the upper vertices of the quadrilaterals in the cut-open pipe

egment and thus not even creating this area for the view-aligned

illboards. 

.4. Water level rendering 

The water level, given per pipe, is rendered in the last step. For

ach pipe opening, a procedural billboard is created and shaded

ppropriately to color-code the water level value. The creation pro-

edure is similar to the one for the cutaway proxy geometry. 

. Shaft cutaways 

This section corresponds to Stage 4 in Fig. 3 . Sewer shafts are

onstructed from multiple cylinder primitives and are therefore

ade of polygon meshes. The shaft itself is constructed by an outer

nd an inner cylinder, where the inner one is slightly smaller than

he outer one. For both cylinders, fragments are discarded when

he dot product of the normal vector and view direction vector sur-

asses a certain coefficient. In this process, the height coordinate

f both vectors is ignored. This cutaway is thereby view-dependent

nd the opening will always face the viewer ( Fig. 12 ). The coeffi-

ient defines the opening width of the cutaway. Application of the

ut surface color is achieved by using the same shader for back-

acing triangles of the outer cylinder and the front-facing triangles
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Fig. 13. Inspirational visualization of the underground station U5 Rathaus in Vienna 

(Austria), created by the architectural visualization experts from Office Le Nomade . 
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f the inner cylinder. The coefficient defines the opening width of

he cutaway. 

. Results and evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate the proposed technique in terms

f quality and performance. First, we evaluate our technique with

espect to the five design principles for cutaways mentioned in

ection 2 . Further an informal review of the resulting visualiza-

ions by an architectural visualization expert and a flood man-

gement expert is given. Finally, the performance is measured in

erms of the time needed to render a frame. For several classes of

bjects in the scene (terrain, sewer pipes, etc.) the time is mea-

ured separately. In addition to billboarded sewer pipes, the tim-

ngs for meshed sewer pipes are provided. 

.1. Rule-based evaluation 

Rule (1) from Section 2 applies to our implementation of pipe

utaways since distinguishable colors are used for the inside and

utside of the pipe. In fact, the choice of colors is up to the user

f the visualization. Sewer pipes are cut open by an object-aligned

ox cut as the cutting convention by Li et al. [26] suggests. This

atisfies Rule (2), as a box can indeed be described by a few half

paces. In accordance with Rule (3), the cutout is located at or

round the main axis of the pipe. Rule (5) recommends to make

he cut surface visible. In our implementation, the cut surface is

isible and emphasized with a high-contrast color. For the cutaway

f the sewer shafts, the same rules as for the pipes are applicable.

owever, a different cutting convention by Li et al. is used. The

onvention is described as wedge cut, since it removes the shape

f the wedge from the shafts cylinder. Rule (4) suggests an optional

ittering effect. In our implementation, this is not applied to the

ewer pipes or shafts but is used for the terrain cutaway. The cut

urface of the terrain cutaway has been made visible as well and it

s arguable that it is aligned with the sewer system. Thereby Rule

3) and Rule (5) are fulfilled. Certainly, the cutout geometry used

or the terrain can not be represented by a few half spaces, neither

s it located around the main axis of the terrain. In fact, in our spe-

ific case where the outside object is the terrain surface, Rules (2)

nd (3) are hardly applicable, since the terrain is not compact and

t is generally impossible to identify its axes. An alternative way

ould be to position the cutaway along the main axis of the in-

ide object (pipe), which we do. According to the positive experts’

eedback, given below, this does not hinder the effectiveness of the

isualization. 

.2. Expert feedback 

An architectural visualization expert from Office Le Nomade in

ienna (Austria), the author of the inspirational image shown in

ig. 13 , reviewed the screenshots and the video of our results. Ac-

ording to his impression, the visualization of the sewer system is

erformed very well. Spatial relationships of all structures are easy

o comprehend. Furthermore, due to the color emphasis of the cut

urfaces, it is apparent if something was cut away to reveal the in-

erior. Therefore, it is easy for the viewer to mentally reconstruct

issing parts. Regarding the zigzag effect of the terrain cutaway,

he expert mentioned that on a picture or a video he would pre-

er the zigzag effect to be cleared out. However, after watching the

ideo where the camera moves across the scene, the expert liked

he effect of the terrain breaking up similarly to a tectonic shift. In

is opinion, the biggest flaw of the implementation is the shading

f the buildings and the terrain, which should be more detailed.

n addition, he mentioned that he would prefer the cut surface of

he terrain to have a less saturated color. In his opinion, the color
ould be slightly darker than the terrain color. From his perspec-

ive, our approach for cutaways of tubular structures could be used

or architectural visualizations only in very special cases. 

One more expert who reviewed our results was a water re-

ource engineer from a consulting agency agency Riocom , situ-

ted in Vienna (Austria). The expert works with risk assessment

f flooding scenarios in urban and rural environments and deals

ith flood and stormwater simulations. The expert highly valued

ur visualization. In his opinion, this visualization gives engineers

n opportunity to study the flow behavior on the surface and un-

er the ground coherently. According to the engineer, this is cru-

ial in modern flood management. Additionally, this visualization

an successfully serve presentation purposes. 

.3. Performance measurements 

The example implementation was done in Unity3D, where only

he standard SDK tools were used apart from the algorithm-

pecific shader code and the code to import and pre-process the

nput data. The performance has been measured on a real-world

ata for the city of Cologne in Germany ( Figs. 14 and 15 ). The

achine used for performance measurements was a Windows 10

64 desktop computer with an Intel Core i7-4770 processor run-

ing at 3.4GHz stock frequency and 16GB of RAM. The graphics

ard was an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 Ti. The whole dataset of the

ewer system consisted of 1190 sewer pipes with an average of 4.6

ode positions per pipe. In addition it contained 1156 sewer shafts

ith exactly 2 nodes per shaft. The camera was positioned in a

ay that the whole sewer system is rendered. Performance mea-

urements were taken for a standalone executable in a full screen

ode. Rendering time of several features was measured separately.

he measured features include terrain, shafts, billboarded pipes,

nd meshed pipes of the same configuration for comparison. The

endering time of an empty scene is given as a baseline. For each

eature, time measurements were accumulated over 10 0 0 0 frames

nd then averaged. Measurements were taken for two screen res-

lutions (“L” stands for 1280 × 960 and “H” for 1920 × 1200) and

wo default quality levels (“0” is minimum and “5” is maximum,

n Unity3D called “Fast” and “Fantastic”, respectively). The quality

evels in Unity3D contain presets for anti-aliasing, shadows, tex-

ure quality, reflections, and the like. The results in milliseconds

re given in Table 1 . 

The table shows that the billboarded sewer pipes are rendered

ore efficiently compared to the meshed sewer pipes. Addition-

lly, given a drastically smaller amount of polygons needed for bill-

oarded pipes, the memory footprint is clearly lower. 
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Fig. 14. Resulting visualization for a real-world test case considering the city of Cologne (Germany). 

Fig. 15. Selected frames demonstrating the dynamic cutaways. (a) View of a district of Cologne (Germany). (b) If the camera distance dependency is disabled, it is possible 

to see the whole sewer network simultaneously. (c) As the user zooms in, the terrain smoothly opens to reveal the sewer network underneath. (d) In a close-up view, the 

terrain is cut-open, and the sewer pipes and shafts are visible. The cutaways in the pipes and shafts enable the user to see the otherwise occluded water, if any. 

Table 1 

Rendering time in milliseconds for different features. “Pipes (B)”

stands for billboarded pipes, “Pipes (M)” corresponds to meshed 

pipes, given for comparison. “#Pol.” stands for the number of 

polygons, “#Vert.” for the number of vertices. “L” denotes the 

1280x960 resolution, and “H” denotes the 1920x1200 resolution; 

“0” stands for the lowest quality level, and “5” for the highest one. 

Feature #Pol. #Vert. L,0 H,0 L,5 H,5 

Empty 0 0 0.43 0.52 0.58 0.59 

Terrain 2.9M 2.2M 3.33 7.23 3.49 7.55 

Shafts 1.1M 1.2M 7.95 10.12 8.19 11.16 

Pipes (B) 4.3K 17.1K 0.57 0.60 0.59 0.66 

Pipes (M) 0.9M 0.6M 0.72 0.79 0.76 0.87 
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9. Conclusions and future work 

In this paper, we presented a cutaway-based technique to vi-

sualize subsurface networks consisting of tubular structures in

the geospatial environment. The technical contributions are a new

distance-based cutaway formulation and the cutaway integration

with procedural billboarding of tubular structures. The technique
atisfies most of the established design principles for cutaway vi-

ualizations and is efficient enough for interactive 3D navigation at

igh frame rates. The view dependency of cutaways facilitates the

xploration of the features of interest. Due to the analytical cal-

ulations in use, our technique allows to interactively change the

adius, wall thickness and colors of the sewer pipes without ex-

ensive recalculations of meshed geometry. The presented visual-

zation received a generally positive feedback from the experts in

he fields of architectural visualization and flood management. 

One downside of our technique to render billboarded sewer

ipes is its inapplicability for sharply bended tubes. Such cases

ould cause them to look flat, and the impression of spatial capac-

ty would be lost. Luckily, sharp bends in sewer pipes would cause

oor water flow rates. For this reason, they do not usually bend

n angles that could negatively impact the visual impression of the

illboards. However, if this happens, a possible workaround would

e to replace the sharply bended parts of a billboarded sewer pipe

ith a polygon meshed conjunction. Another issue can occur at the

ntersections of cut open pipe segments. In such cases, visual in-

onsistencies occur because the prepared ares in the stencil buffer
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re interfering with each other. To prevent this, such segments can

e rendered without a cutaway. Alternatively, a routine could be

mplemented to automatically choose the “more important” pipe

egment of the whole intersecting set and apply the cutaway only

o that one. This kind of issue only occurs once in the whole test

ata set. 

A clear direction for future work is to resolve the aforemen-

ioned issue that occurs at intersections of cut open pipe segments.

 routine to resolve visual inconsistencies at sharply bended pipes

ould be of use, too. Future work also includes the illuminated

hading to the artificial thickness of the terrain cutaways. As any

ther focus-and-context approach, the described techniques would

enefit from an emphasized visual distinction between the “focus”

pipes) and the “context” (terrain, buildings and other surface fea-

ures). We consider it a possible way to proceed. The water level

ndication in the cut-open pipe segments becomes nearly useless

hen the distance from the viewer to the pipes increases. In such

ases, color-coding of water levels is a more useful feature. In fact,

he whole approach could provide a higher level of detail in a vi-

ualization system where for lower levels of detail, a decal-based

ndication of pipes and water levels on top of the terrain surface is

sed. 

The proposed method has the potential to be used for visualiz-

ng the interior of any subsurface tubular geometry. In the geospa-

ial domain, it could be used for underground traffic or mining

unnels. Other areas of applicability include, for example, the med-

cal domain, where automatic cutaway visualizations of blood ves-

els could be created. 
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